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ABSTRACT

The unsteady hydrodynamic forces on a moving body and resulting free-surface deformations are of
considerable importance in many engineering applications and theoretical interest. The interaction
of a free surface wave motion with moving bodies has been principally the subject of experimental
investigations1,2. Computations of nonlinear viscous free surface problems including cylindrical bodies
are relatively few3,4. A literature survey reveals that there are no computational studies considering the
problem of unsteady, laminar, two dimensional flow of a viscous incompressible fluid past a circular
cylinder subject to streamwise oscillations in the presence of a free surface. The same problem is con-
sidered in the present study. The key to the numerical method used in this paper is the use of a single
set of governing equations, in their special integral form, for the whole flow domain. The governing
equations are the integral form of the well known fractional area/volume obstacle representation (FA-
VOR) equations with both a moving solid body and a free surface. The differential form of the FAVOR
equations are originally introduced by Hirt and Sicilian5 for an incompressible, inviscid fluid case when
the solid body occupies a fraction of the computational domain. The method of solution is based on the
fixed Cartesian grid finite volume method. A second-order accurate central-difference scheme is used
to discretize the governing equations in space in conjunction with the first-order explicit forward Eu-
ler scheme to advance these equations in time. The cell merging procedure is utilized which allows to
develop a spatial discretization scheme that preserves the global second-order accuracy. This done by
merging the velocity cells cut by a fluid-body interface with the appropriate neighbour fluid cells to
form the trapezoidal cells near the cylinder. A combination of a B-spline and polynomial interpolations
is then used to evaluate convective and diffusive fluxes near the cylinder surface. The preliminary nu-
merical experiments conducted in the present study shows that when the body moves through the fixed
staggered grid (i.e., when the inertial frame of reference is considered) the pressure cell which belongs
to the body at the time step t = tn may become a fluid cell at the next time step, t = tn+1, and the
continuity equation will be discretized there. Since at the time step t = tn the velocities in the pressure
cell do not satisfy the mass balance exactly, the pressure field has to do extra work to restore the mass
balance in the pressure cell at the time step t = tn+1. This extra work seems to reflect as a spike in



the pressure. Fekken and Kleefsman et al.6,7 attempted to overcome this difficulty but they failed to
eliminate these pressure spikes. In the present model, the pressure spikes are eliminated by using of a
non-inertial frame of reference. The free surface is discretized using the volume of fluid method (VOF)
which is originally introduced by Hirt and Nichols8. The free surface is locally tracked in every cell by
the VOF function, F , which represents the volume of fluid per unit volume (0 ≤ F ≤ 1) and satisfies
a scalar transport equation. Since the free surface interface is free to move, its advection in time can be
performed after the new velocity field has been calculated from the governing equations. A piecewise
constant reconstruction of the free surface is used, where the free surface is displaced by altering the
F values in the cell. In the work by Hirt and Nichols, the VOF method leads to the appearance of the
flotsam and jetsam, which are small droplets disconnecting the flow at the free surface. Additionally,
the gain/loss of the fluid volume may appear due to rounding of the F function. In the present numeri-
cal algorithm, the geometrical VOF method due to Scardovelli et al.9 is adopted to overcome the above
mentioned difficulties. The resulting advection algorithm ensures the implementation of the principle
reconstruction constraint as the exact mass conservation in two dimensional flows (see Scardovelli et
al.8 for details). The numerical simulations are conducted at a fixed Reynolds number, R = 200, and
at the fixed displacement amplitude-to-cylinder radius ratio of A = 0.13. Results show the existence
of asymmetric modes of vortex formation in the cylinder wake at different values of unsteady loading
on the cylinder, which is characterized by the ratio of excitation frequency, f , to the Kármán vortex
shedding frequency, f0. For this paper, the frequency ratio is chosen from f/f0 = 1 to 3. The relation
between these vortex shedding modes and fluid forces on the cylinder surface is discussed. Several test
cases have been calculated using the present approach including uniform flow past a stationary cylinder
in the presence of a free-surface. The results compare well with other experimental and numerical data.
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